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PPCS "Clean-Cable Series"
Power Cables - 3 x Molex Sleeved

$16.95
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Short Description
These handmade cables are perfectly measured and designed so the wiring lays flat on your HDD and optical
drives when stacked in drive bays. Instead of using sleeve between drives we leave bare wires so their is not
loop or lump of cables between drives. That along with the black wiring makes the cable almost invisible
between drives! The result of using these cables is a much more organized cabling system inside your PC
which also helps with better air flow and better cooling.

Description
Once again Performance-PCs.com is a trend setter with our beautiful Custom made "Clean-Cable Series"
power cables!
These handmade cables are perfectly measured and designed so the wiring lays flat on your HDD and optical
drives when stacked in drive bays. Instead of using sleeve between drives we leave bare wires so their is not
loop or lump of cables between drives. That along with the black wiring makes the cable almost invisible
between drives! The result of using these cables is a much more organized cabling system inside your PC
which also helps with better air flow and better cooling.
Don't settle for imitators! Performance-PCs.com is the original designer of these cables, as well as general
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cable sleeving and cable uni-sleeving!
Cable is fully covered with Premium sleeving and heatshrink, colors of your choice!

Specifications
One Molex Male to first T-Molex = 12"
Three T-Molex with 1.75" between connectors
Choice of wire colors! Match your sleeving or go wild with your choice of color combination's.

Additional Information
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Brand

PPCS

SKU

PPCS-CC-3MOLEX

Weight

0.2000

Color

Black
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